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Several years ago, 1952 to be exact, a study
was conducted by Drs. Deane Turner and Milo
Peterson to determine, in a general way, what
school superintendents thought of vocational
education in agriculture with special reference
to the summer program. A follow-up study was
conducted in 1968-69 by Mr. Myron Nelson
and Dr. Milo Peterson. In 1952 there was a
100% response from school superintendents
who were conducting vocational agriculture
programs in their schools. A response of 95%
was achieved in 1968-69. The high percentage
of responses indicates that school administrators have an interest in vocational agriculture as
it functions in the public schools of Minnesota.
During the twelve year interim between the
two studies several changes have taken place.
Among the more obvious changes have been the
trend toward larger administrative units, the
continued increase in both high school and
adult enrollment and the overall growth of the
program of vocational agriculture in the public
schools of Minnesota. There has also been a
change in the mission of the program. The 1963
National Vocational Education Act broadened
the responsibility of vocational agriculture to
include any occupation in which the skills and
knowledge of agriculture were involved. To be
sure, this was an ex-post-facto description of
the mission of vocational agriculture, but it
served to legitimatize what vocational agriculture had been doing for more than 40 years.
It might be assumed that the attitudes or
opinions expressed by the respondents to the
two studies are based on the understanding of,
and experience with, vocational education in
general and vocational agriculture in particular.
Since any reference to vocational education in
the professional training of school administrators is noteworthy by virtue of its absence, it
may be further assumed that the attitudes and/
or opinions expressed by the respondents
resulted from on-the-job contact with the
program.
There are, of course, marked differences
among teachers of agriculture even as there are

differences among school superintendents. The
quality of the vocational agriculture program in
a particular school may be expected to have a
definite influence on the responses of the
administrator to the ten items in the survey
instrument.
Thus this report must be accepted as a
rather unrefined overview of how school
administrators reacted to the survey questions.
Obviously, more research of a more sophisticated nature is needed. Nevertheless, because a
number of the respondents requested a report
of the results they are presented herewith. It
should be kept in mind that each item was
treated individually and therefore the further
insights which might have resulted from crossanalysis of individual responses remain to be
determined.
The Survey

The survey instrument consisted of a series
of ten questions to which school superintendents were asked to respond by checking
"Yes", "No", or "Don't Know." Identical
questions were used in 1952 and in 1968.{)9.
Many of the respondents added comments by
way of elaborating on their points of view.
Preceding the questions was a short statement as follows:
"Dear Superintendent:
We need your counsel in our teacher training program. Will you kindly assist us by checking the appropriate response to the items listed
below. This will be used in an appraisal of the
summer program of vocational agriculture
departments and their role in a community
school. (A return envelope is enclosed)."
Sincerely,
Milo J. Peterson, Head
Department of Agricultural Education
University of Minnesota
Question Number One

To achieve the objectives of the program,
should the agriculture instructor be employed
on a 12-month basis?
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Response
Percentage

Yes
79

Response
Percentage

Yes
62

No
10

Don't Know
11

No
21

Don't Know
17

1968

Observation: The percentage of superintendents
who supported the I 2-month employment of
teachers of agriculture declined by 17%
between 1952 and 1968. This change is retlected by an increase in "No" responses of
II % and an increase in those who were
undecided of six per cent.
Speculation: One might conjecture that at least
a portion of the change might be a result of the
continued absence of any background in vocational education in the professional preparation
of school administrators. One might seriously
question the basis upon which superintendents
arrived at the increased negative response.
There appears to be a misunderstanding of the
objectives of vocational agriculture and for this
the teachers, teacher trainers and supervisors
must assume responsibility.
Question Number 2
Does your agriculture instructor work just as
hard during the summer as during the "school
year?"
1952
Don't Know
Yes
No
Response
13
Percentage
25
62
1968
Response
Percentage

Yes
23

No
69

Don't Know
8

Observation: There appeared to be no change
of any magnitude in the responses of school
administrators to this question. There is
considerab le agreement that teachers of agricullure do not work as hard in summer as during
the academic year.

Speculation: It may be expected that school
superintendents tend to look upon the vocational agriculture program in a different light
than other programs in the school, if for no
other reason, than becuase this is the only
program geared to a year-around operation.
There is also room for a strong suspicion that
many superintendents relate a teacher's
"working" year to the months that "regular"
classes are in session. If one assumes that meeting a scheduled series of classes with the other
activities attendant upon the school program
during the academic year is more rigorous than
the on-farm and on-the-job instruction, county
and state farms, demonstration plots, community surveys, etc. the response is understandable. However, this is a matter of individual
priority. In any event, the responses to this
question suggest that considerable study needs
to be done in the immediate future.
Question Number Three
Is the agriculture instructor t:ffective in
strengthening school-community relations in
your school area during the summer?
1952
Response
Yes
Don't Know
No
Percentage
75
10
13
1968
Yes
No
Don't Know
Response
Percentage
68
12
20
Observation: Perhaps the most significant
aspect of the responses to this question is the
increase in the percentage of superintendents
who are undecided. This is reflected in the
change from 75 % affirmative responses in 1952
to 68% in 1968.
Speculation: The rate of school district reorganization in 1952 as compared to 1968-69 might
have been a factor in the degree and direction
of change. These two years, 1952 and 1968,
also were years of considerable change in the
program of vocational agriculture itself. The
broadening of the program as a result of the
1963 Act was beginning to bear heavily on
program planning in 1968. This may have had
some influence on t he increase in the percentage of undecided responses. Whatever the
reason, this question requires further examination. Vocational agriculture, rooted as it is in
the community school philosophy, shou ld
continue to increase its effectiveness in
strengthening school-community relations.
Question Number Four
Are you kept sufficiently informed of the
summer work program of the agriculture
instructor?
1952
Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Percentage
47
50
3
1968
Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Percentage
42
56
2
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Observation: Not much change has taken place
between 1952 and 1968 so far as this question
is concerned. Such change as is noted is favorable. As school districts increase in size and
administrative duties become more complex,
the matter of communications between the
teacher of agriculture and his superintendent
becomes more difficult, but not less important.
Speculation: The marked increase in multiple
teacher departments, the growth of the farm
management business analysis program, and the
broadening of the vocational agriculture program to include off-farm agricultural occupations may have stimulated a certain amount of
more adequate exchange of information among
teachers and superintendents. In any event,
there is considerable room for improvement. If
the agricultural industry is to be served educationally at post-high school and collegiate
programs it must be kept viable and visible in
the secondary school. In the development of
such programs close communication bet\veen
the school superintendents and the vocational
agriculture teachers is essential.
Question Number Five
Is the summer work of the vocational
agriculture department worth the cost in travel
and salaries?
1952
Don't Know
Response
Yes
No
Percentage
54
14
32
1968
Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Percentage
48
24
28
Observation: Somebody has been asleep at the
switch! It is apparent that school superintendents do not feel the school district is getting its money's worth from the summer
program of work in vocational agriculture.
Speculation: The responses to this question
constitute an indictment against school administrators and agricultural educators alike. When
less than half of the school superintendents in
1968 respond negatively this should hoist an
unmistakeable signal that something is wrong.
While this study does not supply the answers it
may supply some clues. Certainly there should
be some conversation and "comparing of
notes" between administrators and agricultural
educators. This should lead to further careful
study to determine the strong and weak points
and ways and means of improving the latter.
Question Number Six
Does your school have an active FF A program, including contacts with parents, during
the summer?

1952
Response
Percentage

Yes
79

Response
Percentage

Yes
81

No
13

Don't Know
8

No
14

Don't Know
5

1968

3

Observation: There was practically no change in
the responses to this question during the
interim period between the two surveys.
Speculation: There is something wrong when
any vocational agriculture program does not
have a year-around FF A program. Since there
was no cross-check with teachers of agriculture
the responses of superintendents must be
accepted as accurate. This should ~timulate
action on the part of teachers, supemsors and
teacher educators.
Question Number Seven
Does your school provide for adult and/or
young farmer education during the summer?
l.952
Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Percentage
34
58
8
1968
Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Percentage
51
44
5
Observation: A decided increase in the adult
education program is noted. This is indeed a
positive development. It reflects the results of a
united effort to provide operators of modern
farm businesses with an effective, efficient
educational program that will help them
increase the efficiency of their business and
raise the level of living.
Speculation: One might risk the prediction,
with some confidence, that if the supply of
qualified instructors had been sufficient to
meet the demand the increase in schools providing farm business analysis education might
have been even more marked.
Question Number Eight
Is your agriculture instructor spending
sufficient time on professional improvement
during the summer?
1952
Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Percentage
47
24
29
1968
Response
Yes
No
Don't Know
Percentage
61
23
16
Observation: School superintendents appear to
be more satisfied that their teachers of agriculture are taking advantage of professional
improvement opportunities in 1968 than in
195 2. The reduction in the percentage of those
undecided is of some significance. The percentage who responded negatively remained at
about the same level.
Speculation: Here again is an indication of the
need for further study. The survey did not
reveal whether teachers were in fact doing more
in the area of professional improvement or
whether school superintendents feel that their
teachers of agriculture were doing enough. The
recent launching of the out-state professional
improvement program plus the accelerated
summer session program for vocational agriculture personnel may well have had some influence on the responses.
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Question Number Nine
Do you and your agriculture instructor
cooperatively plan the summer program of
work?
1952
Re sponse
Percentage

Yes
46

No
50

Don't Know
4

1968
Yes
No
Don't Know
Response
59
2
Percentage
34
Observation : It is obvious that superintendents
are not involved to any significant degree in
planning the summer program. The percentages
indicate a trend toward less cooperative program planning.
Speculation : Perhaps the continued increase in
size Of school districts explains, in part, why
teachers of agriculture and their superintendents do not generally work together in
p Ianning the summer program. As school
districts increase in size the role and responsibilities of superintendents change. They
become farther removed from the actual
instructional program. It is a truism that the
larger the school district the more removed the
supe rintend ent is from functions such as
described in this question. Perhaps this is not a
proper function of the modern superintendent,
but rather belongs with the principal.
Question Number Ten
Are the summer responsibilities of the
agr icu lture department an integral part of your
total school program?
1952
Response
Percentage

Yes
76

No
18

Don't Know
6

1968
Don't Know
Response
Yes
No
Percentage
74
21
5
Observation: Little change was noted in
responses to this q ucstion in 1968 as compared
to 1952. In each case the larg e majority of
superintendents considered the summer work
of the vocational agriculture department an
integral part of the school's service to the
community .
Speculation: It would be intriguing to know the
reasons why approximately one-fourth of the
respondents did not consider the summer program an integral part of their school. This
suggests a need for a more thorough investigation than this survey.
Summary
While this survey was not designed as a
scientific research project, it did provide some

thought-provoking results. The relatively high
percentage of negative responses to some items
(questions 2 and 4 for example) suggest a lack
of common understanding between teachers of
agriculture and superintendents. The misunderstandings relate to the objectives of the program, the summer responsibilities involved in
the vocational agriculture program, and a lack
of communication among others.
Perhaps a few comments from superintendents selected at random will illuminate the
sit uation.
"! definitely feel the summer program has
merit. However, in too many instances the lack
of careful planning makes it too much of a hit
or miss proposition . The instructors do not
schedule their time as they should and we are
too uninformed."
"I feel the summer program should be an
on-the-farm and on-the-job program supervising
the work of students and conducting
community surveys to keep up to date. In some
instances the instructors fail to take advantage
of the time to do the most important things
characteristic of the who le vo-ag program."
"I have seen eight instructors in action.
Fellows like (Editor's Note: names omitted) do
terrific work on summer programs. They live
out in the field with the farmers, agricultural
businessmen and their students. They have
helped pass bond issues and consolidation programs because of their attitudes. Their programs were functional. On the other hand, sad
to say, some of the instructors I have observed
closely make the summer a personal rather than
a professional period. In extreme cases it
becomes a paid vacation. Fortunately these are
in the small minority, but they damage the
program."
"Questionaires are sometimes poor sources
of information. They fail to take personalities
into account or else are too much influenced by
them. The stronger the personality and, to a
lesser degree, the professional competence of
the vo-ag people the easier it is to respond
favorably. Most of us learn what we know
about the vo-ag program after we become
superintendents. Thus the importance of the
individual teacher or teachers."
It seems appropriate to conclude this article
on an optimistic note. The continued growth of
the vocational agriculture program in the
community schools of Minnesota indicates that
school superintendents support the program
and recognize its potential contribution. As the
program expands to include, not only the basic
production agriculture, but also the wide field
of horticulture, agribusiness and agriculture in
metropolitan areas certain specifics emerge.
These include improved teacher training, closer
commun ication between teachers and administrators and a more effective educational program.

